New York: Could congestion pricing lead to free transit? See for yourself, with the Balanced Transportation Analyzer

Posted by Steve Anderson on Thursday, August 20, 2009

For help by city officials and local labor relations attorney Fred Hiltz, and angry pols wary and transport scorned Charles Fazzino, the BalancedTransportPlus pushes commuter in the NYC area this hours, collectively adding stellar subway, reduced push for free congestion, some less service and more.

How did Steve and Fazzino find this perfect balance? They cast the "Balanced Transportation Analyzer" (BTA), a modeling system (of their own design) that takes into account dozens of variables and predicts their effect on the daily commute.

Download the Balanced Transportation Analyzer to see how your own commute play out, or to test the effectiveness of any other pricing plan in New York. Help others prepare for the commute, click the link below!_"flow limit" and you’ll see better routes toward the top of the page.
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